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THE DEVELOPMENT
OF A
DIRECT READING DYNAMOMETER 
I
INTRODUCTION
Power is to the engineer what land is to the farmer. 
One can not he thought of as separate from the other. The 
business of the engineer is to create and control the ap­
paratus for the generation and distribution of power. To 
do this, he must be able to measure the power he is work­
ing with easily and accurately. Furthermore, if possible, 
it is preferable to measure the power without destroying 
it.
This thesis is concerned with the development of a 
piece of apparatus for measuring mechanical power and that 
particular kind which is transmitted by rotary motion.
The Power Equation
Power is defined as the rate of doing work where 
work is the product of force and distance.
If P = power in foot pounds per minute 
W r work in foot pounds 
F r force in pounds 
R z radius at which F is acting 
N r speed in revolutions per minute 
V r velocity in feet per minute 
t = time in minutes
2 .
T r torque exerted on shaft in foot pounds 
K ; a constant
Then W z F x Y x t, and P = W = F V t * F V, which for
trotary motion equals F 2tfR N.
But F R : T
Therefore, P ■ 2ffH I
and H.P. - 2 ^ 1 1  : O I .
S3,000
That is, the power transmitted by a shaft is directly 
proportional to torque and the speed at which it operates. 
Therefore, to get instantaneous power, instantaneous torque 
and instantaneous speed, or their product, must be measured 
and this is usually a difficult matter.
It is a singular fact that prior to this development 
there has been no apparatus for measuring this product; 
and this in spite of the fact that demand for such an ap­
paratus has been urgent. The proper name for such a piece 
of apparatus as would measure this product is dynamometer. 
The different kinds of apparatus usually called dynamom­
eters measure only torque or force, and this must be mul­
tiplied by speed to get power.
Strictly speaking, the electric wattmeter is the 
only true dynamometer on the market today. The word, dyna­
mometer, is derived from the Greek word for dynamic,
meaning power, exA^e'vjoor’ior meter, meaning to measure. 
Therefore, a dynamometer must be a piece of apparatus which 
measures power and not simply torque or speed. The electric 
wattmeter measures power direotly, but can be used for
3.
electric power only.
The purpose of this thesis is to give the history 
of the development of an apparatus which measures mechan­
ical power directly; that is, this dynamometer is to the 
transmission of mechanical power what the wattmeter is 
to the transmission of electrical power.
In the discussion which follows, the term dynamometer 
is used in its common sense rather than its strict sense.
As evidence of the fact that the demand for a dyna­
mometer is great, a brief review of the more important of 
the many kinds of apparatus for measuring mechanical pow­
er is in order.
4.
II
VARIOUS DYNAMOMETERS
Mechanical dynamometers are of two kinds, namely; Ab­
sorption dynamometers, in which the power measured is ab­
sorbed in the apparatus by mechanical friction or elec­
trical heat, and Transmission dynamometers, in which the 
power measured is carried through the apparatus and absorb­
ed or utilized beyond it.
A. Absorption Dynamometers
1. The Alden Brake.
This dynamometer is used mainly in locomotive testing 
or where large quantities of power must be absorbed. It is 
characterized by compactness, close regulation, and stead­
iness of action. It differs from the others in that the 
torque is measured not directly by the brake, but by a 
quantity which is measured by a separate apparatus at the 
rear of the locomotive.
Figure 1, page 6, shows diagrammatioally the Alden 
Brake. The energy transmitted through the shaft is absorb­
ed by revolving cast iron disks rubbing on thin stationary 
copper disks and separated by a film of oil. Water under 
pressure is circulated through the casing and serves the 
double purpose of cooling and regulating the pressure be­
tween the two sets of disks.
2. The Prony Brake.
By far the most common apparatus for measuring the 
horse power of a machine is the Prony Brake, shown in fig-
5.
tire 2, page 6. In this brake the mechanical output is con­
verted into heat through friction. Wooden blocks are held 
in place on the surface of a brake wheel by means of a 
steel band. This band carries a forked arm supported by a 
spring balance. The steel band may be tightened by a screw 
arrangement, thus increasing the friction between the blocks 
and the brake wheel. The product of the pull on the balance 
and the distance 1 (see fig.2 ) gives a measure of the torque 
acting. This, together with the speed, furnishes the necess­
ary data for calculating the horse power absorbed.
3. The Cradle Dynamometer
In this type of dynamometer, shown in figure three, 
page 6, the power measured is absorbed by a direct current 
generator,the field structure of which is supported on 
knife edges and carries a scale beam which weighs the torque 
caused by cutting the field flux by rotating armature.
This dynamometer has so many limitations that it has found 
but a small use.
B. Transmission Dynamometers
A great many different kinds of transmission dynamom­
eters have been invented and built, but nearly all have 
been so handicapped by excessive friction that they have 
been eliminated from practical use. Only two types will 
be discussed.
1. Tinius Olson Dynamometer.
This dynamometer is shown in figure 4, page 8. It con­
sists essentially of two identical gears which mesh with
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each other. The shafts of these gears run in "bearings moun­
ted on a common arm which is supported at one end by a ful­
crum and at the other by a platform scale. The power meas­
ured is led to and from the dynamometer by means of belts 
as shown in figure. When power is transmitted the reaction 
between the gear teeth times the pitch radius is a measure 
of the torque. By applying the principle of moments, this 
torque is equal to the pressure on the scale times the length 
of the beam. As before, the horse power transmitted may be 
calculated by measuring the torque and the speed.
2. The Goldsborough Dynamometer.
Another form of transmission dynamometer is the Golds­
borough shown in figure 5, page 8 . This apparatus consists 
of two shafts connected by a flexible spring. Bach shaft 
carries a disk with a metal contact electrically connected 
to the shaft. Metallic brushes complete the circuit with 
a battery and a telephone receiver as shown in the figure.
One of the brushes is supported from a ring that it may be 
moved relative to the other while the angle moved through, 
is read opposite a pointer on the graduated circumference.
If, with the machine running without transmitting 
any power, the brushes are shifted to form contact simul­
taneously, the receiver will give a click for every rev­
olution. If now the machine is made to transmit power, the 
spring will deflect, and the disk, carrying the movable 
brush, must be rotated through a certain angle 0 until 
the receiver again clicks. From a calibration curve of the 
spring, the torque corresponding to this angle of de-
8 .
9.
flection may be read, and, knowing the speed, the horse 
power may he computed.
Ill
DESCRIPTION OF THB NEW DYNAMOMETER.
The fact shown on page 2 that the power transmitted 
is proportional to the product of the torque and speed, has 
been taken advantage of in the dynamometer described in 
this thesis.
A. Two Alternators Connected by a Spring.
Referring to figure 6, page 11,M and S are two small 
alternators having the same characteristics and each giving 
a sine wave of voltage.
These alternators have revolving fields and stationary 
armatures. Their shafts are connected by the helical spring 
A so that when the power is transmitted through the shafts 
this spring deflects and the relative position of the poles 
of M with respect to the poles of S is changed. The fields 
of M and S are so balanced magnetically that for any given 
speed the emf's generated are equal.
B. Combination of Vectors.
The poles of the two alternators are so placed on the 
shaft that when no power is transmitted the two emf's gen­
erated are 180 degrees out of phase,as shown in figure 7, 
page 11, where Em and Es are the induced emf's of M and S 
respectively. If now power is transmitted so that the spring
10.
deflects the angle ©, the vector Effl will drop back, the 
two vectors forming a resultant Er as shown in figure 8, 
page 11.
The value of the resultant voltage, Er , depends upon
two factors, namely, the value of the equal vectors E and
m
Es and the angle ©.
It is evident from the geometry of figure 9, page 11,
that for a given angle ©, the resultant vector Er is direct-
proportional to the vectors Em and Es .
Since Em r Eg we have, using the sine law
E =  2 Eo sin © 
r s ?
or if, for small angles, sin © be assumed equal to
2
©, we have Er = 2 Es©2 si
Table showing difference between sin © and ©
Angle of ©
2 2 
e percentTwist © 2 2 error© sin 2 in degrees in radius10 0.087156 5 0.087270 0.130715 0.130526 7.5 0.130905 0.2920 0.173648 10 0.174540 0.51425 0.216440 12.5 0.218175 0.79528 0.241922 14 0.244346 1.00130 0.258879 15 0.261799 1.128
Therefore, for angles below 28 degrees,Er may be said to 
be proportional to © within an error of 1 percent.
Allowing this error, Er is proportional to both 
Eg and ©, therefore, proportional to their product,
or Er oc Es x© oCEjjj x©
11.
Figure 6.
Figure 7. Figure 8 . Figure 9.
12.
_ g
But E8 r Eju = 4.44 N f<J 10 from the general emf 
equation of the alternator, where N equals the number of 
turns and f the frequency, and cp the useful flux eminating 
from one pole. For constant excitation,
Es oC f oC speed
that is, the resultant voltage is directly proportional 
to the speed.
As will he shown later, the angle e is proportional 
to the torque on the shaft.
Therefore, Er * speed x torque = power.
Therefore, Er measured to some predetermined scale 
measures the instantaneous horse power transmitted.
C. References
The description which follows pertains to a dynamom­
eter in which the vector 3r may he readily measured hy an 
ordinary voltmeter having the horse power scale.
This method of, and the apparatus for measuring power, 
was invented and patented hy Mr. Charles Ruhy Moore, who 
also designed the machine discussed herein.
The mechanical design and working drawings were made 
hy the author of this thesis.
The machine was huilt in the University machine shop 
hy Mr. B. R. Ordonez.
For a digest of work done on this dynamometer prior 
to this thesis, see Mr. Moore's article in the Electrical 
World for August 31, 1912.
13.
D. Over-all Dimensions.
For experimental purposes, the best size machine to 
build seemed to be that machine which would be of practical 
service when the experiments were completed. In view of the 
previous work done, a machine having a capacity of 25 horse 
power seemed fully able to meet the requirements. On this 
basis, a machine having the following over-all dimensions,
shown in figure 10, page 14,was built.
Length between ends of shaft - - - - - - - -4 ft. 9.5 in. 
Length of base - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3  n 9^0
Width of base - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  10.0 ".
Total height - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -1 " 2-3/8 "
Space for spring between shaft ends - - - - 12.0 ".
Diameter of shaft - - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - 1.5 ?t#
Height of center of shaft from floor - - - - 9.0 ",
For detail dimensions, see blue prints A,B and C.
E. Field Structure.
With a shaft diameter of 1.5 inches, the most appropri­
ate revolving field seemed to be one shown in figure 11,
page 14.
Material - Soft Steel.
Length of pole a r c ................. 5.75 inches.
Width of pole face - - - - - - - - - 1.5 n
Area of pole face - - - - - - - - -  8.63 sq. in.
Humber of turns on each coil-
two coils in series - - - - - -  960
Exciting current ....... .........  - 1.8 amperes.
The field structure,wound and mounted on the shaft is 
shown in figure 12, page 15.
14.
F ig u re 10 Machine Assembled.
Figure 11. Field Structure.
F ig u re  13. Armature Structure.
16.
F. Armature .
Figure 13, page 15, is a photograph taken of the armature 
structure before being wound.
A is a cast iron frame holding the laminated core B 
pressed between aluminum rings C. D is a slotted fiber
ring for supporting the end turns.
Type of winding - Drum, covering 75 $ of inner face.
Size of wire - Ho. 24 B.& S. Gage d.c.c. magnet wire.
Humber of turns, total - - - - - - - - - - -  508
Humber of face conductors, total - - - - -  -10I6
Inside diameter - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  6.25 inches.
Air g a p --------------- ------ ---------- - - 0 .11 "
Cross section of laminations - - - - - - -  .75 1.5 in.
Calculated core l o s s ----------------------3w - negligible.
17.
Figure 15* Method of Holding 
Flat Blade Spring.
18 .
12 -s»-
Figure 16, Helical Spring.
Figure 17. Souirrel Cage Spring.
19.
IV.
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF DYNAMOMETER.
A. Magne112at1on Curve.
For a constant speed,the value of the terminal voltage 
of each alternator corresponding to different values of 
field was read and is tabulated below and plotted in curve 
sheet No.1, page 20.
Speed If
1200 R.P.M. .7
.8
.9
1.0
1.11.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8 
1.9 
1.975
B. Speed Volt Curve.
For constant field 
ternator corresponding to
Es
56 55.360.2 59.864.5 64.167.9 67.771.1 71.073.6 73.575.7 75.677.9 77.979.7 79.581.2 81.1
82.6 82.6
84.0 84.085.4 85.4
86.5 86.5
he terminal voltage of each al- 
different speeds was read and
is tabulated below and plotted on curve sheet No.2, page 21.
If Speed e s
l*8 1159 80.85
1294 90.2
1430 99.45
1586 110.2
1736 120.35
C. Armature Resistance.
The resistances of the two armatures are equal and 
measure 35 ohms each. This value is correct within 0.5
20. 
Curve Sheet No.l.
Curve Sheet Ho
22.
D. Armature Reaotanoe.
The reactance of the armature winding of each machine 
was measured by impedance drop method. The results are 
tabulated below.
Machine M
E I z28.65 .46 62.2534.6 .554 62.440.25 .642 62.746.2 .733 63.052.85 .836 63.2560.15 .947 63.5
52.2 ohms , I s 0.1397 henries.
Machine S
E I Z27.7 .464 59.835.65 .585 60.9543.25 .704 61.549.35 .793 62.257.00 .9115 62.664.65 1.023 63.2
X ; 51.15 ohms,I ; 0.1366 henries.
This value was taken at 59.5 cycles. The reactance 
at any other frequency and speed is given by curve No.3, 
page 23.
E. Effect of Residual Magnetism.
Since the fields for these machines are produced elec- 
tromagnetically, it is necessary to determine the effect 
of* residual magnetism upon the voltage produced. This was 
tested for in two ways, first by measuring the voltages 
at zero field current, and second, by bringing the field
current to its normal value from above and below. On the 
first tests, the machine showed from one to one and a half
23 Curve Sheet Ho.3
24.
volts. But in the second case, which represents working 
conditions, the difference in voltage was less than 0.1 $. 
Therefore, the effect of residual magnetism is negligible.
F. Wave Forms.
Referring to the vector diagrams on page 15, it is 
well known that such diagrams are based^sinusoidal wave 
shapes. Therefore, it is necessary to know the wave form 
of the emf's of each alternator. To this end, film lo.l 
was taken by means of an oscillograph and compared with 
a true sine wave, figure 19, page 25. A study of the wave 
form of the machine showed that corners occurred where 
the pole tips entered and left the winding.
Consequently, it was necessary to lengthen the air 
gap and to round off the pole tips until the wave of the 
required smoothness was secured. The final waves are shown
in films No's. 7 and 8 on page 26. The table accompanying
figure 22, page 27, shows a comparison of emf wave of 
machine M with a true sine wave.
25
Figure 19 Curves traced from film number 1.
Machine S
E s^-• 3 '74 “ • E sin 60 as measured as calculated
15 1.03 .97
30 2.01 1.98
45 2.79 2.65
60 3.30 3.24
75 3.64 3.62
90 3.74 3.75
15
Machine M 
smax = 2*96 etn-
0.8 .765
30 1.53 1.480
45 2.11 2.09
60 2.52 2.56
75 2.88 2.86
90 2.96 2.96
Figure 21 E M F Wave of Machine M.
27
Figure 22. E M F Wave Traced From Film Ho.8
Machine M
®max " ^ .3
© E sin ©as measured30 1.6845 2.3760 2.87
E sin © 
as calculated 
1.65 
2.54 
2.86
28.
(J. Besultant Voltage.
It was shown on page 10 that, theoretically, the re­
sultant voltage, Ey was proportional to both the speed and 
the angle of twist 9 . Since the accuracy of the power read­
ing depends upon the closeness with which the resultant 
voltage in the machine as built is proportional to these 
two quantities, it was imperative that these relations 
were verified with considerable care. To this end, values 
of Er were read for different angles of twist 0 and for 
different speeds. The values are tabulated below. Curve 
sheet No.4, page 30, shows the relation between resultant 
Er and angle 9, and curve sheet No.5, page $1, between re­
sultant Er and speed.
29
If Speed S~  in Yolts eR.P.M. Western Volt­ Angle of
meter Model 330 Twist in
# 206 degrees.1.8 538 7.75 -15
4.9 -10
2.01 - 5
3.75 5
6.625 10
9.4 15
12.35 20
15.2 25
17.7 30
11.2 18
5.5 8
3.75 -8
16.75 28
872 TF75----------- ---TT5-
7.9 -10
3.3 -5
5.9 5
10.6 10
15.2 15
19.7 20
24.3 25
22.4 23
12.7 13
6.65 -8
1228 11.9 ---- =xrr
5.5 -5
7.425 5
13.75 10
20.25 15
24.2 18
11.35 8
8.0 -7
"1472 5775----------------- =r$-
3.625 -3
5.5 3
8.65 5
16.25 10
24.15 15
21.05 13
11.7 7
5.4 -4
8.5 -5
4.6 -3
6.35 3
10.1 5
19.5 10
23.35 12
15.9 8
8.35 4
6.35 -4
Curve Sheet Ho.4.
31* 
Curve Sheet No.
32.
V.
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OP DYNAMOMETER
A. Speed Limit3.
As calculated the machine was designed for a maximum 
speed of 2000 R.P.M. The lower limit of speed is fixed by 
the ballistic properties of the voltmeter. Using G.E. Volt­
meter No.281321 Type P3, the lowest satisfactory speed was 
found to be 400 R.P.M.
B. Spring
1. Plat Blade.
At first a single flat steel blade spring with ends 
bolted between rigid jaws,as shown in figure 15, page 17, 
was used. The commonly accepted formula by which such springs 
are calculated is
9 = -Mt (b2+ fa2) 
b3 h3 Eg
There 9 - angle of twist in radians per unit of length 
Q = constant
twisting moment in inch pounds 
b = thickness of blade in inches 
h = height of blade in inches 
Es= modulus of elasticity in shear 
Which shows that the angle of deflection is proportion­
al to the twisting moment. Calibration tests of this spring, 
however, show that the angle of deflection is not propor­
tional to the torque. Our results were as shown in curve 
No.6, page 33.
Curve Sheet Ho
34.
From the curve it is evident that the moment increases 
faster than the angle, such increase "beginning practically 
at the zero point. Therefore, this type of spring could 
not "be used.
2. Helix
The next type of spring used was constructed as shown 
in figure 16, page 18. The commonly accepted formula for 
this type of spring is
64 1 R2 L 
D = —
d* E
Where D s deflection in inches measured along 
the mean circumference of the helix
1 = Free length of stock in inches.
B = mean radius of the helix in inches
d = diameter of the stock in inches
I = load in pounds applied at the mean 
circumference.
E = modulus of elasticity in pounds per 
square inch.
From this formula it is seen that the deflection is propor­
tional to the load applied. The calibration curve of this 
spring, curve No.7; bears out this formula. Inspection of 
the curves show that, whereas the deflection is proportion­
al to the torque for both wind and unwind conditions, yet 
the slopes of the two lines are slightly different,due, 
probably, to a change in the mean radius of the helix. Test 
results agree very closely with the calculations for this 
spring. However, the spring as received from the makers was 
not true so that even though the static tests gave excell­
ent results, at speeds above 1000 R.P.M. the vibration was
£o 45" /£> v5*
yy/ncZ/ng
Curve Sheet Ho
36.
excessive and the results were erratio. To correct this, 
the following type of spring was designed.
3. Squirrel Cage.
This type of spring consists essentially of steel rods 
securely fastened in a flange mounted on one shaft and work- 
ing freely in chamfered holes in a corresponding flange 
mounted on the shaft to he driven. Obviously, as a torque 
is applied, these rods will be bent at right angles to the 
flange radius so that by choosing rods of proper dimensions 
any given angle and torque may be taken care of.
Figure 17, page 18, shows the spring as built for test 
purposes, the calculations for which follow.
hach rod may be considered as a simple beam in flexure 
so that the formula
1 P l3 
D r 3 T T ~
Where D . deflection in inches;
P = load in pounds at end of rod,
1 r free length of rod,
E = modulus of elasticity in tension,
I r moment of inertia of rod section, 
may be used. Substitution in the above formula gives for 
this spring an angular deflection of 5..80 degrees when a 
torque of ten foot pounds is applied to shaft. Curve sheet 
No.8 shows result of static torque test for this spring which 
at 10 ft. lbs. torque gives an angular deflection of 6.35 
degrees. At this deflection, the fiber stress is 34,000 lbs. 
This type of spring is not affected by centrifugal action, 
obeys a straight line law when deflected in either direction^ 
and larger powers may be transmitted by the insertion of
Cucve Sheet Ho
38
more rods. It is cheap and convenient and seems to answer in 
every way, the requirements of this power meter.
C. Maximum Torque and Power.
This machine was built to transmit a maximum of 25 H.P. 
at 2000 R.P.M., so that if used for any lower speed the 
H.P. should be proportionally reduced. Obviously, the rat­
ing of the machine could be lowered by designing springs 
suitable to reduced torques. In order to assist in choos­
ing the proper spring, curve sheet No.39 has been prepared.
VI
METHODS OF USE 
Diagram of Connections.
Figure 23, page 39a, shows the diagram of connections 
of the machine as built.
B. Field Current .
As noted on the magnetization curve, No.l, page 20, 
the best value of field current; is 1.8 amperes. As previous 
ly pointed out, this value of field surrent may be ap­
proached from above or below without causing an error above 
0.1 percent.
C. Data
As shown in figure 9, page 11, the voltages of either 
machine taken singly is proportional to speed, so that
either alternator may be used as a tachometer.
39. Curve Sheet No.9.
/e /6/S Zo Z Z  e c  f f .F H  H undreds
39a
Terminal Block and
Figure S3. Diagram of Connections
........ .—  ......40.----------=■ 1 -------- a i =
As pointed out on page 12,the resultant voltage will he 
proportional to the transmitted power.
The angle of deflection for a given transmitted power 
may he measured hy rotating the movable armature until 
the resultant voltage is zero. This angular movement ap-* 
plied to the calibration curve of the spring gives the 
torque. Obviously,the machine may be calibrated in this 
manner.
D. Calibration.
In order to use the machine for measuring power,the r 
relation between E^ and power transmitted must be determined. 
This is done as follows:
25 volt scale on Weston Voltmeter Model 350 #206 
530 ohms internal resistance.
Using squirrel cage spring,curve sheet Ho.8,page 37,
10 lb.ft. torque corresponds to 6.35 degrees deflection.
When Es=86.4 volts,speed is 1240 R.P.M. and power 
in watts = 21T1240 x 10x746
----- sgoUo--------- 1760
Er=2 Eg sin | =2 x 86.4 x sin 3.175=9.56 volts.
QCurrent thru instrument = ~ .01593
Voltage on instrument = .01095 x 530 = 8.45 volts.
Watts per volt = 1760= 208.5
8.45
Therefore,if the voltmeter reading is multiplied by 208.5 
the resultant is the power transmitted in watts.
if the 5 volt scale is used with 123 ohms in series the 
voltmeter reading should be multiplied by 104.2
Curve sheet Ho.10,page 41,shows these calibration curves
Waf/*
6000
<SOOO
■4000
3000
2000
/ooo
/ 4  6 & /o n
//7  t'o /n s
? /-? /& /& 20 22 24 2C, 30
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APPENDIX A.
Specific Use
Belt Test.
In order to illustrate the manner in which a power 
meter of this sort may he used, a plant designed by Mr.
Moore for the testing of belting is shown in figure 24, 
page 43. It is obvious, that to measure the losses in belt­
ing, an apparatus of a very sensitive sort is required so 
that if belt losses can be successfully measured with this 
machine, the power meter will doubtless answer for many 
other tests. In figure 24, two direct current generators 
are directly coupled each to a power meter B and A. The 
machine B is the one described in this thesis, and the 
machine A is one designed and built under Mr. Moore's 
direction at Purdue University. These two meters are connect­
ed by the belt to be tested as shown. Prom the electric 
current shown, it is obvious that either of the direct 
current machines may be a generator or a motor.
If now the direct current machine coupled to B act 
as a motor, A will be driven by means of the test belt, 
and the direct current machine coupled to A will act as 
a generator. The power developed may be returned to the 
mains or absorbed in a lamp bank, and power may be spoken 
of as going from B to A. Conversely, power may be made to 
flow from A to B. If now we let
Pg r power delivered by B to
TT belt
Power flowing B to A
42a.
B /I
Figure 24 Dynamometers Arranged for Testing Belts.
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lb , belt loss.
^a = power delivered by A to belt 'j Power flowing A to B
Pb = " " " belt to B J
It< belt loss
lB = PB ’ pA . and IA r PA - PB •
PA = PB - lb . anA Pa = pb V
now for a given speed, we set p - P. we haveA ii
PB " PB = P B + pA
PB ” PB = PB 1-LA
that is, by causing a flow of power both'ways and reading 
the power delivered by, or to B for a constant power deliv­
ered to,or by A, the difference between the two readings 
given by B will give the sura of the two losses 1^ and I.. 
Since, however, the speed at A is kept constant, we have 
IB = I>A , so that we may say that the difference between 
the two readings given by B is equal to twice the belt loss. 
The above statement implies no slip, which, if large, should 
be corrected for.
The following data shows how such a belt test may be
made.
Power from B to A.
Machine B Machine AEg
corrected ?or slip
Eg Sr Es
2-73 79.8 i .i 84. 04.79 81.0 2.8 84.18 .26 
8-98 83.7 5.28 84.084.6 5.8 84.010 .79 88.1 7.03 84.0
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Power A to B .
Machine B Machine A
Eg
corrected e r SR Es
for slip
77.9 2.9 2.6 83.977.1 3.9 3.2 84.076.0 5.41 4.28 84.274.9 6.66 5-2 84.073.4 8.1 6.15 84.071.0 9.76 7.4 84.0
At (Es )b = 79.2 Speed = 1193 
Belt speed = 2500 feet per minute.
Curve sheet Bo.11, page 45, shows the result of such a 
test run at a "belt speed of 2500 feet per minute on a belt 
2-7/16 inches wide, 3/16 inches thick and 19 feet long. 
Curves 1 and 2 show the readings PB and PA plotted one 
against the other. Curve 1 shows the data plotted as taken 
and curve 2, the results after accounting for the slip.
This curve is noted "B to A". Curves 3 and 4 show readings 
of pA and pB plotted to the same scale as 1 and 2. Curve 
sheet Bo.12, page 46, shows the results of tests run on the 
above belt for different belt speeds and belt tensions. The 
curvature is probably due to air friction.
45. 
Curve Sheet No.11
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APPENDIX B. 
list of Uses.
As indicated in appendix A, this machine may he used 
in many lines of mechanical and electrical research, a few 
of which follow:
1. lesting of belts and chains.
2. Testing of automobile tires.
3. Testing of automobile transmissions.
4. Study of acceleration of revolving elements.
5. Study of core loss in electrical machines.
6. Study of pole face losses.
7. Study of angular difference between generator and 
motor armatures (synchronous machines).
8. Study of Machine tools ( power required, etc.)
9. Study of efficiency of generators and motors.
10. Calibration of instruments.



